ebrary® offers full-text, searchable databases of books and other documents in all academic disciplines, as well as collections designed specifically for public libraries. Combined, our aggregated and publisher-branded databases include more than 40,000 books, maps, reports, and more from over 180 of the world’s leading academic, trade, and professional publishers. All ebrary databases are delivered via a custom website, which we create, host and maintain.

Key features and benefits include:

- Simultaneous, multi-user access—ebrary content is always available.
- Ongoing content growth at no extra cost during the subscription term.
- Full-text search within and across documents.
- InfoTools™—advanced research technology.
- Integration with existing ILS systems and digital resources.
- Tools for highlighting, bookmarking, annotating and more.
- Reporting tools and usage statistics to ICOLC standards.
- Affordable pricing based on library type and size.
- Streaming PDF technology provides instant and dynamic access to pages while maintaining the exact appearance of a document’s printed version.
- MARC records provided for all aggregated book databases.

“ebrary has a very compelling product that greatly benefits our students as well as our faculty and staff. We really appreciate the one-stop approach to searching multiple sources. With ebrary, all of our students can now access a wealth of information, including books and other materials, from the convenience of their homes or offices, using any web-enabled computer…”

Anne Marie Secord, Director of Library Services
National University, San Diego, California
always available

Unlike traditional “single check-out” eBook models, or per-seat database site licenses, ebrary offers simultaneous, multi-user access from any computer with an Internet connection. Students, patrons and other researchers now have around-the-clock access to a richer and wider variety of research materials.

more content, same price

ebrary is continually expanding our databases of books and other authoritative documents—the majority of which were published within the last three years—at no additional cost to libraries throughout the subscription term. In 2003, our aggregated academic databases grew by more than 30%, and we expect to see similar growth in 2004.

aggregations overview by pub date

“ebrary’s easy access from anytime/anywhere has encouraged students to use this resource…while working on their papers and projects from home. With ebrary, instructors can expand their supplemental reading lists with a rich collection of books and other documents that are always available and can be accessed by more than one student at a time.”

Hildy Benham,
Public Services Librarian,
Westminster College,
Salt Lake City, Utah

ebrary continues to partner with leading publishers including:

American Management Association (AMACOM)  
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD)  
Axiom Press  
Berg Publishers  
BIOS Scientific Publishers  
Brookings Institution Press  
CABI Publishing  
Cambridge University Press  
Career Press  
CMP Media  
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press  
Columbia University Press  
Cornell University Press  
Course Technology (Thomson)  
Edinburgh University Press  
Elsevier Science  
Emerald Group Publishing Ltd.  
Food and Agriculture Organization  
Gallaudet University Press  
Gower Publishing Ltd.  
Greenwood Publishing Group  
Harvard University Press  
Hentzenwerke  
Idea Group  
Indiana University Press  
Info-Tech Research Group  
Inter-American Development Bank  
Intercultural Press  
Island Press  
Jessica Kingsley Publishers  
John Benjamins Publishing Company  
John Wiley & Sons  
Johns Hopkins University Press  
Kluwer Academic Publishers  
Kumarian Press  
Marcel Dekker Publishers  
Marquette University Press  
McGraw-Hill Professional Book Group  
MIT Press  
Multilingual Matters  
Museum Tusculanum Press (University of Copenhagen)  
Muska & Lipman  
National Academies Press  
No Starch Press  
Northwestern University Press  
NRC Research Press  
NYU Press  
Palgrave Macmillan  
Pandanus Books  
Paraglyph Press  
Pearson Technology Group  
Pippin Publishing  
Princeton Architectural Press  
Princeton University Press  
Purdue University Press  
RAND Corporation  
Random House Group  
Redmond Technology Press  
Royal Society of Chemistry  
Springer-Verlag  
SUNY Press  
Syngress Publishing  
Texas A&M University Press  
United Nations University Press  
University of California Press  
University of Missouri Press  
University of Nebraska Press  
University of North Carolina Press  
University of Texas Press  
University of Utah Press  
University of Wisconsin Press  
Wayne State University Press  
Wilfred Laurier University Press  
World Bank Group  
World Health Organization  
Yale University Press
powerful browse and full-text search

ebrary offers browsing and full-text searching within and across documents—the most efficient method of researching books online. Researchers can search for a word or topic, and then easily jump to all occurrences within a given document or across the entire ebrary database.

turn every word or phrase into a learning experience

Simply by selecting words, researchers can instantly access biographical information, maps, translations or other online resources with ebrary InfoTools™. This powerful research technology can be customized to link researchers to other digital resources within the library, including ILS systems, abstract and reference databases, or information on the World Wide Web.

highlighting, bookmarking and annotating

With ebrary, researchers can highlight text, make annotations alongside a document, and save them on a personal bookshelf for future reference. And, when researchers print or copy and paste text, ebrary automatically includes a citation.

usage statistics

ebrary offers reporting tools and usage statistics to ICOLC standards that show how our databases are being used. Libraries may use these tools to track activity over a certain time period, see which documents have been viewed, copied or printed, and determine the number of individual researchers who have accessed and used the database.

affordable price

ebrary’s subscription pricing is based on a library’s type and size. Because we are continually growing our databases at no additional cost during the subscription term, our databases are very affordable. The retail cost of purchasing print or eBook versions of titles in our growing Academic Complete database alone is currently more than $580,500. ebrary offers simultaneous, multi-user access to these titles at just a fraction of this cost.

We offer multi-year contracts, and special pricing is available through regional networks and consortia. To request a price sheet, please contact your ebrary representative or email sales@ebrary.com.
ebrary offers aggregated book databases, with content from a wide variety of top scholarly and professional publishers, and publisher-branded databases, built from single publishers recognized as leaders in specific fields of study. For more information about ebrary’s individual databases, visit www.ebrary.com/libraries.

### Aggregated Databases

**Academic Complete > 14,500 titles**

All content in aggregated academic databases plus > 1,050 maps supporting a variety of academic fields. Also includes a rich collection of hundreds of additional titles, ranging from Law to core Reference, that are not available in any other collection. See list of publishers for each academic subject area below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Titles</th>
<th>Key Publishers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Humanities</strong></td>
<td>&gt; 4,500 titles*</td>
<td>Category strengths: History (see below), Language &amp; Linguistics, Literature &amp; Literary Criticism, Philosophy Key publishers: Cambridge University Press, Greenwood Publishing Group, Indiana University Press, John Benjamin's, Johns Hopkins University Press, Marquette University Press, Palgrave Macmillan, Random House, Taylor &amp; Francis, University of Missouri Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>History</strong></td>
<td>&gt; 1,500 titles</td>
<td>65% published in 2000 or later Category strengths: Africa, Ancient Greece &amp; Rome, Asia, Europe (Western), China, Europe (Eastern), Great Britain, Historiography, Middle East, Military History, Reference, Russia (pre- &amp; post-Soviet Union), United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td>&gt; 750 titles</td>
<td>60% published in 2000 or later Category strengths: Administration, Adult &amp; Continuing Education, Bilingual Education, Computers &amp; Technology in the Classroom, Curricula, Educational Psychology, Elementary Education, Higher Education, Pedagogical Research, Secondary Education, Special Education, Teaching Methods &amp; Materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
other aggregated databases

**Spanish Language > 600 titles**
Spans academic subject areas as well as topics related to U.S. citizenship. Also includes a strong collection of classic literature.

**Public Library Complete > 5,400 titles**
Includes content from eight aggregated public library collections (which may also be purchased separately**): Arts & Literature; Business & Personal Finance; Careers & Professional Development; Computers & Technology; Education & Study Aids; History; Philosophy, Religion & Spirituality; and Psychology & Self-Help.

publisher-branded databases

**Byron Hoyt Digital (sheet music) > 9,000 titles**
Features classical sheet music titles for bands, orchestras, instrumentalists, and vocalists of all levels from composers including Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin, Haydn, Mozart, Scarlatti, Schubert, and Tchaikovsky. Contains a rich collection of early American sheet music titles published between 1850 and 1920.

**Datamonitor Industry Reports™ > 3,000 titles**
Features the latest profiles of 38 major industrial and consumer sectors across the world’s leading economies.

**D&B International Business Reports™ > 1,000 reports and guides**

**Harris InfoSource Industry & Manufacturing Reports™ > 300 updated reports**
Provides a comprehensive overview of major U.S. industry sectors as well as individual companies. Includes reports from three leading Harris InfoSource products: Harris Industry Reports™, Harris Major Companies Reports™, and Harris State Manufacturing Reports™.

**SME Source™ (Society of Manufacturing Engineers) > 4,000 books, journals and technical papers**
Includes the nine-volume Tool and Manufacturing Engineers Handbook series, current and all back volumes of Journal of Manufacturing Systems and Journal of Manufacturing Processes.

Octavo Online > 35 titles
Features extraordinary digital facsimiles of rare books and manuscripts from the world’s greatest historical authors such as William Blake, William Shakespeare, Giovanni Battista, and Andrea Palladio in subject areas such as art, science, religion, architecture, literature and medicine.

* All title counts as of March 1, 2004. For updates, visit www.ebrary.com/libraries.
** For more information about public library databases, please contact your ebrary representative or email: sales@ebrary.com.
partners

united states

• AMIGOS Library Services
• AVIC (Association of Vermont Independent Colleges)
• CIC (Committee on Institutional Cooperation)
• GWLA (Greater Western Library Alliance)
• Jones e-global
• MLC (Michigan Library Consortium)
• MINITEX Library Information Network
• NELINET, Inc. (New England’s Library & Information Services Network)
• NERL (North East Research Libraries Consortium)
• PALCI (Pennsylvania Academic Library Consortium)
• PALINET
• R.R. Bowker
• SIRSI Corporation
• SCELC (Statewide California Electronic Library Consortium)
• WALDO (Westchester Academic Library Director’s Organization)
• WILS (Wisconsin Library Services)

international

• Albertina (Czech Republic, Slovakia)
• Coutts (U.K.)
• E.S. Burioni Ricerche Bibliografiche (Italy, Italian-speaking Switzerland)
• e-Libro (Latin America, Spain)
• Edutech (Middle East)
• iGroup (Asia)
• INN (Integrated Information Networks) (Iran, CIS)
• IVS (Benelux, France)
• Lilita (Croatia)
• PriöInfo (Scandinavia)
• Swets Information Services (South Africa)

contact

For more information please contact:
1-866-4ebrary (toll free)
1-650-475-8701 (direct)
sales@ebrary.com

To request a free 30-day IP-authenticated trial visit www.ebrary.com/trials_signup.

ebrary, Inc.
318 Cambridge Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94306